THE WURST MESS!
 Nobody wants sausages that smell like stinky socks! Help us find some things Beethoven lost in Ramone’s wurst shop. Before the wurst smells the worst!
 We need to find:

- 1 number 8!
- 1 toy piano!
- 4 donuts!
- 1 number 4!
- 1 drum!
- 7 dirty socks!
- 1 pencil!

As you find things, number them so we can see they’re all there. Then color in the best wurst shop in all the land!

PARENTS:
 CLUES YOU CAN USE to help kids find...

- 1 number 8 - It’s hanging in front of a cupboard.
- 1 toy piano - It’s under Cat.
- 4 donuts - They’re above a door, on a door, between two barrels, and below Ramone.
- 1 number 4 - The four is part of the floor!
- 1 drum - It’s hanging down from a wall.
- 7 dirty socks - Check a chain of sausages above Cat, a chain of sausages above Ramone, a display case, a window, a barrel, a lamp, and Beethoven’s foot.
- 1 pencil - Look up!
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